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Alameda County Mental Health Board 
ADULT COMMITTEE MINUTES  

May 20, 2013 ♦ 12:00pm-2:00pm 
Alvarado Niles Room  

 
Meeting called to order @ 12:05pm by Alane Friedrich 
 
HOUSEKEEPING 
 
Roll Call/Introduction of Guests 
 

MHB Members:   Alane Friedrich, Dr. Jeff Davidson and Joe Rose 
Committee Members:    Beverly Bergman (MHAAC), Guy Qvistgaard (ACMC), Hazel King (MHAAC), Francesca Tenenbaum (MHAAC), 
  Pansy Taft-Butkowski (Sausal Creek), Annie Kim (FERC), Bettye Foster (FERC), Mary Suilmann (Telecare), 

Ben Blake (BACS), Lynda Kaufman (Psynergy Programs) 
Excuse:   Dennis Romano and Laura Mason 
BHCS Staff:   Agnes Catolos, Khatera Aslami and Michael Lisman 
Public:   Letha Barnett (Schuman-Liles)  
 
 

ITEM DISCUSSION PLAN/ACTION 

Approval April 
2013 minutes  
 

Ms. Tenenbaum made a motion to approve April 2013 minutes. M/S/C  
Ms. Tenenbaum/ 
Mr. Qvistgaard 
All Favored  
Motion passed  

Chair Comment 
 

Ms. Friedrich related the following info: 

 Letter from HCSA and BHCS to Sup. Chan and Sup. Carson RE: Recommendations for 
AB1421/Laura’s Law 

 Article about more mentally ill becoming homeless because state won’t help them 

 EveryOne Home is trying to end homelessness in Alameda County and is requesting to 
support the CA Homes and Jobs Act to create a permanent source of funding for affordable 
housing but this bill is actually on suspense at this point and they need support to ask 
Senators Darryl Steinberg and Kevin De Leon to move the bill off suspense to a vote on a 
senate floor.  Ms. Friedrich asked the committee if they are willing to recommend this bill to 
move off suspense to the senate floor.  

 Mental Health America (MHA) is doing a Speaker’s Bureau, visitors can enter their zip code 
and get a list of speaker’s bureau in their area. She related that for MHSA, she’s trying to have 
speaker’s go out and talk about MHSA different programs. She would like to ensure that 
MHSA gets connected to MHA to have a few more speakers of interest.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The committee will 
support this bill. 

Laura’s Law 
Recommendations 

The committee talked about the summary of Laura’s Law recommendations:  

 Implement new intensive case management for clients/consumers as soon as they are discharged 
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Laura’s Law 
Recommendations 
(Cont.) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

from the emergency room, acute hospital or sub-acute facilities to help them transition back into the 

community and to better support therapeutic gains made after acute episodes. 

 
Ms. Friedrich asked Mr. Qvistgaard what happens when someone leaves JG or about ready to 
leave.  
 
Mr. Qvistgaard responded that it depends on where they are leaving from and where they are 
going to. If they are leaving from inpatient there are requirements under the joint commission as 
well as under Title 22. What they are supposed to provide the patients upon discharge related to 
discharge planning. There are requirements that are now being monitored by the joint commission 
related to communication between the hospital and the next provider. They report quality 
measures under HBIPS (Hospital Based Inpatient Psychiatric Services).  
 
On PES, there is less rigid requirement rules and regulations, it will be a discharge from 
Emergency Room and the requirement is, does the patient no longer meet emergency medical 
treatment criteria and if it’s the case they can be discharged to another level of care that is safe for 
them, in most cases it’s a recommendation to follow up with the outpatient provider.    
 
Ms. Barnett addressed various concerns e.g. 

◦ She would like to tighten up the relationship between the community with Schuman-Liles 
patients coming back into treatment after they had contact whether it’s PES or inpatient. 

◦ She would like to have notes as part of follow-up process for patient. 
◦ She related the protocol that they set up about appointment cards. 

 
Mr. Qvistgaard stated that Ms. Haeyoung Sohn is the best person to talk to re: Ms. Barnett’s 
concern. He addressed some of her requests e.g. they don’t make appointment and it’s rarely that 
they do and about her request about notes, he asked to be more specific on what she would like 
to see in the note.  
 

 Identify and deploy strategies to engage clients/consumers who are not compliant or engaged in 

services and/or treatment and provide ongoing support until they are engaged and have a source for 

care. 

 
Mr. Qvistgaard expressed that he would be cautious about just focusing on communication 
between the hospital and the clinics. He felt that there should be communication to any level of 
residential service and to any place where there is a discharge to another level of care.  
 
Ms. Friedrich asked Mr. Blake how does the Wellness Center working on identifying strategies to 
engage the consumers.  
 
Mr. Blake addressed that they are having coordination of care issue at Woodroe with service 
teams and case management  teams to get people the level of services, the level of housing and 
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Laura’s Law 
Recommendations 
(Cont.) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

the level of primary health care that they need before they leave Woodroe. He related that their 
Director felt that this is what causes people end up back at John George because they don’t have 
stability when leaving a crisis residential.  

 Implement new outreach and engagement initiatives targeted to meet the needs of youth, adult 

consumers and family members.  

 
Ms. Friedrich stated that part of MHSA programs are designed to meet the needs of children, 
youth, adult and older adults. She asked if anybody got info on youth.  
 
Mr. Lisman responded that there are different kinds of FSP, 1st in Berkeley, 2nd is the TAY group 
and 3rd PEERS has a TAY group and there’s PREP program which is an early intervention.  
 
Mr. Blake related that they have TAY Crisis Residential Program at Woodroe which is recently 
funded through EPSDT. It’s for 18-21 and they have to be full scope Medical because EPSDT has 
a very strict limitation.  
 
It was suggested to have a presentation from Children Services about new services through 
EPSDT.   
  

 Address the special needs of families for support, information and assistance. 

 
Ms. Friedrich related that she attended a FERC program on 5150 for family members and now 
they are doing one for consumers. Ms. Friedrich asked if FERC has any special needs that might 
not be being addressed.  
 
Ms. Kim responded that the most difficult is when it’s families first time experiencing that their 
loved one is hospitalized, they don’t know what to do and it’s so overwhelming for them to 
navigate the system and learn about diagnosis and medication.  
 
Ms. Aslami added that some families that are falling through the cracks are just staying at home 
and they really need in home support. 
 

 Provide services to individuals experiencing either their first hospitalization or their first 

incarceration due to mental illness 

 
Ms. Bergman related that the county has FACT and TRACT program for criminal justice.  
 
Mr. Qvistgaard related that there’s a concern that Santa Rita is increasing the number of times 
they discharge patients from the jail on a 5150 to PES.  
 
Ms. Tenenbaum responded that she’s aware of this issue, it was brought to her attention by  
Dr. Zeller and that she’s dealing with this issue on a legal level.   
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Laura’s Law 
Recommendations 
(Cont.) 

The Seven Recommendations for Laura’s Law are: 
1) Expand the STEPS Intensive Case Management Program and broaden the eligibility 

criteria to meet the needs of a broader target population. 
2) Replicate San Diego County’s In Home Outreach Team (IHOT) 
3) Pilot a Street Outreach Program to meet and engage young people “where they’re at”  in 

the community and help link them to services and treatment. 
4) Develop a Psycho-education Multifamily Group to support family members of youth who 

are not engaged in or compliant with their treatment 
5) Analyze voluntary AOT programs in other jurisdictions to learn about their program design, 

partners and client/consumer outcomes and to assess their fit for Alameda County. 
6) Collaborate with the Social Services Agency Public Guardian/LPS Conservator’s Office to 

pilot expanded use of the LPS Conservatorship. 
7) Hire an Acute Care Clinical Manager to work at John George and identify BHCS services 

and community resources for clients/consumers at the hospital.  

John George (JG) 
 

Mr. Qvistgaard provided the following info: 

 John George Apr. 2013 data: 
 
 
 

 
 
Mr. Qvistgaard stated that they need to investigate the no. for Assault-2 to see whether or not if 
everything was fully reported.  They added a column for ambulance turn-around time to dispel an 
urban legend that the average wait for an ambulance at JG is between 1-2 hours, which is not 
true. They are measuring it for over 2 years and the average turn-around time has been about 30 
minutes.  
 
Mr. Rose asked if the policy change of having first priority  to walk-ins through the lobby is 
affecting the ambulance turn-around time now.  
 
Mr. Qvistgaard responded they changed the policy to give priority to people walking in because 
they felt that there is more risk to the person waiting in the lobby than with the person being 
attended to by EMT’s and they are getting people from the lobby much quicker now and the 
ambulance turn-around time improved significantly.   

▫ PES Avg. Daily Visits-46.6 ▫ Assaults all types incldg. minor-2 

▫ Inpatient Ave. Daily Census-68.5 ▫ Patient Satisfaction Score-84.1 

▫ Avg. Length of Stay-8.4 ▫ Pt Satisfaction Score-54th percentile 

▫ Seclusion & Restraint-3.9 ▫ Ambulance Turn-around time-15.7min 

 

Sausal Creek (SC) 
Report  
 
 
 
 
 
 

Ms. Taft-Butkowski provided info on the following: 

  SC Apr. 2013 Report: 
▫ Admission-377 
▫ Ave. number of clients/Day-15.7 
▫ Walk-ins- 260 
▫ Mental Health Referrals-85  
▫ AOD Providers-30; OPD-2 

▫ Open to Other Services e.g.:  ACCESS-5                                       
▫ Housing Referrals  e.g.: Highland-2 

-Self/Family/Friends- 347                                  
▫ Referrals for Aftercare: ACCESS-67;  

-AOD Services-36; Crisis Response-28 
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SC Report (Cont.) 
 
 
 
 

▫ Clients Leaving Without Being Seen-47 
▫ Insurance Status: HPAC-160; Uninsured- 30                  
▫ HPAC Enrollees- 17 

-Ineligible due to >200% Poverty level-10 
▫ Ave. Length of Waits (min)-120 
▫ Ave. Length of Visits (hours)- 1.65 

-Not in Need of New Referral to   
 ACBHCS-116 

▫ # Clients New to SC- 66 
▫ # Clients New to County System-51 
▫ # Clients Returning to SC -171 

Ms. Taft-Butkowski stated that she’s not surprised that they had more people left without being 
seen last month because it’s difficult for some people to wait for a long time and some people 
have other planned appointments.   
 
Mr. Lisman asked what is the “Other” under insurance status.  
 
Ms. Taft-Butkowski responded that it’s for all the types of insurance not listed on the report e.g. 
Health Net, Aetna, those private insurance that don’t provide mental health coverage. 
 
Mr. Blake asked what SC needs to serve more people. 
 
Ms. Taft-Butkowski responded that they need additional Psychiatrist and a little bit 
encouragement.  She hopes that one day that they will have another doctor because she believes 
that the doctors hours impacts the flow of traffic.  

Wellness Center 
Report  

Mr. Blake related the following: 

 Their referrals in north county has improved a lot, about 215 at Wellness Center and about 70 at  
    Hedco in Hayward. 

 They’ve increased the amount of activities that they have at the Wellness Center based ont eh  
    request from participants. 

 They participated in Mental Health Walk at Lake Merritt, about 120 people from BACS joined. 

 They do have issue with psychiatry, they have not had consistent psychiatry at the Wellness  
    Centers.  

 

Patient’s Rights 
Advocates (PRA) 
Report 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 Ms. Tenenbaum talked about the following: 

 PRA Apr 2013 Report: 
1) Total Calls Received: 959 
▫ Complaints of Codes/ Regulations 

Violations-13 
▫ Requests for Info/Assistance-946 
▫ Voicemail Message Received-484 
2) Investigations Conducted-13 
3) Facility Monitoring Visits-10     
4) Training/Educational &/or 
Consultation Sessions-11 

    ▫ Face to face consultation-238 
5) Source of Patient Calls e.g. JGPP-243; 
Fremont-117; Herrick-60; Gladman-21 
6) Type of Calls e.g. Abuse-12 Patients’ 
Rights-200; Quality of Care-132; Legal-306                                              
7) Patient Rep: 5250 Certifications (14 day 
holds) Number of patients certified-515 
Capacity Hearings: Number of Patients filed         
for Capacity Hearings-60 

 They had an increase in the total calls received, they’re advocates are more visible on the units 
and they have been conducting PRA presentation in various community meetings and they got 
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PRA Report (Cont.) real positive responses at Fremont and Heritage. 

 John George have computers on all the units for the patients and the hearing impaired patients 
are using an Ipad to communicate with people outside of the facility.  

  Herrick started Electronic Health Records. 

 Heritage and Fremont started a pilot lunch program where patients are being seated in cafeteria 
style, they sit down at the table and they were being served. The focus of Gladman is to try to 
move more towards wellness and recovery approach of getting people feeling like they are read to 
back into the community.  

Consumer and 
Family Grievance 
Report 

The Consumer and Family Grievance report includes:  
▫ # of consumers with grievance-3 
▫ # of others with complaints-6 

▫ # of consumers w/ complaints-9 
▫ Total calls: by clients-17 by families-3 

Ms. King stated that Wilma Gaines has good rapport with the service provider and service teams. 
She’s able to get through providers to let them know when clients have complaints.  
 
Ms. Tenenbaum related that they were asked to take a case of a consumer from small claims 
court because the judge felt  that PRA is unbiased program of investigation.  She felt that it’s a 
nice commendation that they are considered a separate unbiased program to look at facts.  

 

Family Caregiver 
Advocacy & 
Support (FCAS) 
Program 

Ms. Bergman provided the following info: 

    FCAS Apr 2013 Report: 
▫ Family Support Group-50 
▫ African-American Support Group-18 
▫ Phone Calls Received-77 
▫ Emails-33 
▫ New Family/Visitors-80 
▫ Repeat Family/Visitors-40 

▫ Repeat Callers-29 
▫ Repeat Hospital Visits-40 
▫ Staff hours including Health Fairs-166 
▫ Phone calls rcvd. by Geographic Areas:  

Alameda County-56 Contra Costa-3; 
Other Counties-18 

Ms. Bergman related the following: 
▫    CRC and PRIDE Coalition is holding a provider training “Welcoming Practices for LGBTQI2-S  
     Clients and Consumers-from first contact to intake, to service provision” on Wed., June 5th.  
▫    She addressed that there are 3-4 clients who are going to jail each week, it’s on the rise.  

 

Family Educ. and 
Research Center 
(FERC) 

Ms. Kim distributed the following:  
  ▫   FERC April 2013 Report 
  ▫   Suicide by cop 
  ▫   Working well together: Ms. Foster related that she attended the Stakeholder meeting on Peer 
Support  Specialist. There were 18 recommendations and participants were asked to rate each of 
those 18 recommendations. The family voice representatives were United Advocates for Children 
and Families and NAMI.  
  ▫   FERC 5150 Training for consumers 

 

Committee 
Comment 

Ms. Bergman stated that NAMI Walk is happening on Sat., June 1st.   

Meeting Adjourned @ 2:00PM ◊ Minutes submitted by Agnes Catolos 


